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INTRODUCTION
This repair manual and the tools described herein

should not be confused with the Servisette Kit.

The Servisette Kit has been designed for use by the

average sales person who has not had repair experi-

ence. Man)' of the operations described in this

manual should be attempted only by a skilled opera-

tor who has been properly instructed.

The tools shown in this manual may be purchased

singly or in complete sets. The tools for pen repairs

are known as the "Pen Repair Kit." and the tools for

pencil repairs are known as the "Pencil Repair Kit."

The success of any pen department depends on

service as well as sales. To help dealers develop more
satisfied customers through correct pen repair serv-

ice, we make available not only the Servisette Plan,

but also a factory training course on the handling of

more complicated repairs. Your Sheaffer representa-

tive will be glad to explain both the Servisette Plan

and how you can enroll for the factory Sales and
Service Training: Course.
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RULES FOR THE CARE AND
USE OF SHEAFFER PENS

Some customers may not know how to properly fill a pen or load

a pencil. It is suggested this be first checked with them carefully

when considering repair requests.

How To Fill a Lever Pen

1. Press all air from sac by raising

lever.

2* Submerge entire gold point in

writing fluid so air will not enter

sac.

3. Close lever. Let point remain

under fluid from seven to ten sec-

onds (long count) to give sac time

to draw in fluid. Improper filling

causes many pens to be criticized

for not holding enough fluid. If

you hear air going into pen when
you remove it from fluid, immerse
pen and fill again.

4. Hold pen with point down so

excess fluid will run off. Then
wipe point with an absorbent cloth

or blotter. Do not replace cap un-

til all fluid has been wiped from

point and section. See further in-

formation on page 4.

How To Fill a Vacuum
Plunger Pen

1. Unscrew barrel cap and place

entire gold point in writing fluid.

2. Pull out plunger as far as pos-

sible. See illustration A.

3. Push plunger in slowly, using

care that entire gold point remains

under surface of fluid. Note that

pen is filled on down stroke of

plunger and not on up stroke. See
illustration B.

4. Wipe excess fluid from point as

outlined in above instructions for

filling lever-type pen.

Further Rules for the Care of

Any Fountain Pen

1. Use SKRIP/'Successor to Ink."

It will keep pen in good working
order. Caution your customer
never to mix writing fluids. If pen
has some other fluid in it, flush

thoroughly with water before re-

filling with SKRIP.

[3J



2. When first filling a pen, fill and
empty several times. This thor-
oughly washes feed channels and
allows them to function properly.

3. Screw pen cap on tightly—give
it an extra twist, holding the point
up. This seals section against
inner cap, keeping point moist,
ready for instant use, and prevents
fl

,

md ,?°m seeping out. Customer
should not lay pen down uncapped
for any length of time as point
may dry out and fail to write in-
stantly when again used.

4. Pen should be flushed occasion-
ally in clear, cold water. This pre-
vents accumulation of any writing
fluid residues.

5. Do not let pen lie flat for long
intervals. This sometimes allows
the comb cuts to fill full and mav
cause blotting when first used.

6. If Pen Leaks or Floods.
Sometimes your customer will
bnng^ a pen to you commenting
that "ink leaks into the cap" or
"pen leaks."

A great many of these complaints
on leaking can be eliminated by
properly instructing the pen user.
For short periods of time, a pen
may be carried without trouble in
any manner desired or allowed to
lie flat during intermittent use.
However, any pen may leak fluid
into the cap if allowed to lie flat
for a prolonged period or during
a severe temperature c h a n g e.

Therefore, it is important that
these conditions be borne in mind.
We suggest that no pen be al-
lowed to lie flat for a long period
of time such as overnight or week-
ends. Avoid the possibility of
fluid leaking into cap by seeing
that the pen is left with the point
m an elevated position during such
periods.

After* any pen has been properly

[4]

rilled, there is a surplus of writing
fluid in the feed. Therefore, please
give these very important instruc-
tions to customer: Draw off sur-
plus fluid with a blotter or absorb-
ent cloth applied to the slit of the
gold point. See illustration below:

Blotter applied to Pen Point
to draw off SURPLUS

fluid from feed
When surplus Skrip has
been drawn off, If pen
is held under a good
light, the light will enter
the slots here

Note that the feed has "comb
cuts." These slits are really capil-
lary expansion chambers to take
care of the extra fluid forced from
pen by the expansion of air in the
barrel reservoir. When pen is
filled, excess fluid must be drawn
from these chambers to make
room for possible expansion. When
pen has been lying flat for con-
siderable length of time, these
chambers may also fill. Excess
fluid should be drawn from them
with blotter or cloth before writ-
ing. If feed combs have surplus
writing fluid thus absorbed, they
will function properly and take
care of normal expansion.

Another reason for leaking com-
plaints is that writing fluid is not
wiped from feed, section and
threads before pen cap is screwed
on. Then, when the cap is re-
moved and writing fluid is found
on the threads, section, and inside
cap, it is assumed that the pen
leaks.

If customers will follow the above
instructions regarding the removal
of surplus writing fluid, they will
get consistently better service
from their pens.
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PEN PARTS and REPAIR TOOLS
LEVER LEVER nmO x BAND CLIP- -NIB /-INNER CAP

PRESSURE BAR-* BARREL SECTION ^CAP ^-FEED

LEVER PEN

^BARREL CAP ^FfeCKINO UNIT PLUNCER NUT7

^LOCK NUT / /-BARREL PLUNGER WASHER-^

CUP

^BARREL PLUG / BACKING WASHER^ V \ ^PEED

AP 5TU0 ^PLUNGER ROD ^-BAND ^SECTION

VACUUM PLUNGER PEN

t SAC SmsAOEf?
2. FH.E

3. Pushes?
4. Wax C£)

C3

6. TWO f*&QNGHOOK MA/9 PiM-i-Stf*

7. Pm Pusher

8 .DtagcmAt- Carr/A/a /*ue&s

9. Leve/* Assembjl y Tool.

10. Leves? Wf&E
ff. Heavy Ruaaef? Fjn&zr $*mla.a*c

jOZ

43.*Zor*4New StyleBarPusher

331

44. e New Style- BarPushe/?

BAR, LEVER AND SAC TOOLS FOR LEVER PEN
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c 1> c 3
1 X.Plunger REMOViNGTbot. ^.Slotted Screw 1'5.LockNut

Drive* Wrench

C

IG.Plunger AssE*f&LV7boL ./7 Plunger LeadFo/r
Small f*lunger /?oo

^CombinationPen Section'AndPencil
Cap pit Pliers

20. P/£CEO/?UBBEft

TOOLS FOR PLUNGER VACUUM PEN

POINT AND FEED TOOLS

ZlPotNT Wushing Pliers
ZS.Cham Nose Pliers

ZZ« Feed Punch &*ooth <j*wz>

Leather F/kue .

24. Alcohol Lamp 25. B*=*c« Block
2

6

* SAfoOT^<5 A«*

Z7.Magnifying
Glass

Ml

2a nerNcH Hammer

28. Point Pushing
Gauge c

30. E>ORNtSHEFt
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31 Polishing Cloth

32. Cleaning Cloth

33. Pol/sma/g St/ch

34- B&USrt

8 G. TwE-£z&#s 37. &QUGB

POLISHING-CLEANING TOOLS

Ltsr&s

HOW TO REMOVE AND
REPLACE SAC ON LEVER PEN

A. To Remove Section and Sac :

1. Empty writing fluid from
pen b}~ raising lever. Discard this

fluid. Then wipe off section, point

and feed.

2. Twist or work section out of

barrel. Use heavy rubber finger

cot or piece of heavy rubber if

necessary to provide a grip to

protect the fingers.

"Yisulated" transparent sections

are cemented into barrel -with

shellac and sometimes require

extra pressure to break their seal.

Accomplish t h i s by pressing

thumb first on one side and then
the other of upper end of section.

If enough pressure is applied, the

seal can be broken and section

"walked out/' Sections in CREST
pens (pens with all-gold caps) are

threaded and, therefore, cannot be
pulled out but must be unscrewed
from barrel the same as sections

in plunger vacuum pens. The
threads on these sections are
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coated with a special plastic ce-
ment to keep the section from
turning. This cement should not
be washed off. Use pliers and rub-
ber as shown in illustration No. 9.

3* To remove sac from section,

catch end of sac with your thumb
nail, and with end of your thumb
peel or roll sac off section.

4. It pen empties and fills freely

it should indicate feed is not
clogged and requires no further
cleaning. However, if feed seems
gummed up, slip the cleaning bulb
(Tool No. 35) over end of section
in place of sac and immerse point
in cleaning solution.

Compress bulb and force solu-
tion in and out until the obstruc-
tion is removed. Rinse thoroughly
by repeating the process, using
clear water.

B. To Replace Section and Sac

:

1. Select a new sac. Sac should
fit loosely and turn (reely in bar-
rel and not press against bar, end
or walls of barrel. Too much pres-
sure might cause pen to flood.

This new sac can be same size as
old one, providing old sac was not
too large. When uncertain about
diameter and length of sac to use,

18]

test by dropping sac into barrel.
Sac should freely fall in and out.
Also, allow for distance section fits

into barrel, otherwise, sac will be
too long.

2. To attach sac to section-
spread cement around sac fit part
of section. Use care that no ce-

ment gets on end of feed to stop it

up. Then slip sac on section, using
sac spreader. See illustration No.
24. Should sac slip off, too much
cement has been used. Wipe off

section and again put on sac. See
that sac is placed straight on
section.

Orange shellac is supplied in the
Repair Kit as a cement for attach-
ing sacs. Shellac is waterproof
but glue which may be purchased
in collapsible tubes may be used as
a substitute.

3. To push section into barrel-
start section into barrel with point
in line Avith lever (for uniform ap-
pearance) and push into place.

IMPORTANT: When replac-
ing "Visulated" section, be sure to
spread cement on the barrel fit

part of section before pushing sec-
tion in pen barrel. This insures
a permanent fit of section and
barrel. No surplus of shellac or
cement should be allowed to touch
outside of barrel for it will deaden
luster. Wipe off any excess imme-
diately.



HOW TO ADJUST
LEVER PEN MECHANISMS

Lever Assembly
A. To assemble the lever which is
held in place by a ring inside the
barrel:

1- Place a wire lever ring
through the hole in the lever.
Then place the large end of lever-
in the end of lever assembly tool
(Tool No. 9). The ends of wire
should point back toward the tool
handle. See illustration No. 8.

2. With this tool, thread lever
through the slot in barrel from the
inside. When end of lever extends
through the slot, grasp it with
thumb and finger and remove the
tool.

3. Spring lever ring into posi-
tion in the groove inside the barrel
by moving lever toward groove.
A hook shaped tool, such as the
bar puller (Tool No. 5), may be
used to force the ring into the
groove should it fail at first to
snap into place.

B. To assemble the lever which is

held in place by a wire run
through the barrel walls:

This style lever is assembled in
the barrel after the bar has been
put in place.

1. Lay lever, finished side up,
on the bar in the barrel slot.

2. Thread a piece of lever wire
through the barrel drillings and
the lever. The pressure of the bar
against lever should hold lever
firmly in place but lever should
not push bar away from the inside
barrel wall.

a. TO TEST FOR PLAY:
Hold barrel with lever
down. Pull down lever

about iV of an inch (1.6
mm.), then release. If
lever snaps back into place
and the bar does not hang
away from the inside wall
of barrel, the lever adjust-
ment is correct.

b. If lever has "play," that is,

hangs down, remove the
lever and increase the
width of the slot in the
thick end.

c. If the lever presses the bar
too far away from barrel,
decrease the width of the
slot.

3. Pull the wire out slightly and
cut it off close to the barrel with
diagonal pliers. (Tool No. 8).
The wire should be cut short
enough so that neither end extends
out of the barrel when it is pushed
back into place.

4. Fill in holes with wax the
same color as the barrel.

Bar and Lever Adjustment
The bar and lever are in proper ad-
justment when the lever, in a
raised position, is stopped by the
bar at a right angle with the bar-
rel.^ Should bar stop lever before
it is at a right angle, the bar
should be pushed farther into
barrel.

[9]



If the lever goes beyond a right
angle the bar has been pushed too
far and should be pulled back until

lever is again at right angles.
Should the lever turn over,
straighten bar in the barrel so
lever will strike the top. The lever
must be closed when making ad-
justments on the bar.

Bar Assembly
1« The two piece bar with collar

is used on all flat end barrels and
streamlined balance barrels with
solid ends.

To remove this bar, use bar puller
with solid hook (Tool No. 5).

To assemble—grasp collar as illus-

trated. See illustration No. 3.

Then start it into barrel with bar
in line with lever slot. Use bar
pusher (Tool No. 3) to push bar
into place. Test for correct posi-
tion as outlined above.

3

2. The embossed, one piece bar
with single hook (see illustration

No. 4) is used in regular and small
size balance barrels with hollow
ends.

4
To remove this bar, use the two
pronged hook (Tool No. 6) as il-

lustrated. See illustration No. 5.

2A- To place this bar in a barrel,

first place it on bar pusher, and
then push into position. (You can
use either Tool No. 3 or Tool No.

43.) Test for "play" as outlined
on page 9.

3- The embossed, one piece bar
with double reverse hook (See il-

lustration No. 6) is used in large
"No. 8" size balance barrels with
hollow ends.

6

To remove this bar, use the two
pronged hook. (Tool No. 6). See
illustration No. 7. To place this

7

bar in a barrel, follow instruction
No. 2A above, except that it is

necessary to push on reverse hook
to set bar in place. (You may use
Tool No. 3 or Tool No. 44.) Test
for "play" as outlined on page 9.

IMPORTANT: Any style bar
must be straight when assembled
and must lie close against the in-
side barrel wall. It must not press
on the sac for such pressure will
cause a pen to flow unevenly.

fio]



HOW TOADJUSTVACUUM PENS
A. To Remove Plunger from

Vacuum Type Pen:
1- Empty the writing fluid by

working plunger.

2. Rinse pen by flushing with
clear water. Continue rinsing
until barrel is clean.

3. Unscrew section. To loosen,
use section pliers (Tool No. 19).
Wrap two thicknesses of rubber
(Tool No. 20) around section to
protect it from marring and slip-
ping. See illustration No. 9 on
page 8.

4. Remove barrel cap from
plunger. Hold lock-nut with lock-
nut wrench (Tool No. 15) and
turn radite barrel cap to left. See
illustration No. 10. On WASP
CLIPPER vacuum pens, loosen
lock-nut with slotted screw driver,
(Tool No. -14), then unscrew lock-
nut.

5- Push plunger rod as far as
it will go down into barrel ; then
with plunger removing tool (Tool
No. 13), push plunger rod through
barrel plug and out of barrel.

B. To Replace Plunger in
Vacuum Type Pen.

1- Place plunger lead (Tool 17)
on threads of plunger rod and push

into barrel from section end. See
illustration No. 12. With plunger
assembly tool (Tool 16), push into
barrel as far as it will go. See il-

lustration No. 13.

13

2. Screw lock-nut on plunger
rod. Then screw on barrel cap.
Tighten lock-nut against barrel
cap with wrench. See illustration
No. 10.

On WASP CLIPPER pens,
screw large brass button on
plunger rod first; then screw on
small lock-nut and tighten with
slotted screw
driver. See illus-

tration No. 11.

Start section into

barrel and tight-

en, using pliers
and piece of rub-
ber. See illustra-

tion No. 9 on
page 8. The
shoulder of sec-
tion must be
drawn up firmly
against the barrel
but not enough to
bulge barrel threads and cause cap
to bind.

BARREL PLUGS—The barrel
plug containing the plunger pack-
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ing unit is cemented into the bar-
rels of all vacuum pens with the
exception of a few of the older
models.

To replace this packing unit, the
plug must be drilled out and a new
one cemented in. Then the barrel
cap must be refit.

It is not practical for the average
repair man to attempt this replace-
ment.

IMPORTANT: Each size of the
vacuum pen has a plunger designed
to fit it. The correct plunger must
be assembled in the barrel or the
pen will not work. If the rod is

too long or too short, pen will

neither fill nor flow as it should.

When correctly assembled, the
plunger washer should not be more
than 1/32 (.8 mm.) of an inch from
being exactly in the middle of the
recess when the barrel cap is

screwed on barrel.

Examine the vacuum type demon-
strator pen to see how the plunger
should be assembled.

There are but three diameters of

plunger washers—No. 2 or small
diameter, No. 4 or medium diam-
eter, and No. 8, or large diameter.
The plungers can be best identified

by measuring the hard rubber rod
length. See illustration No. 41.

Dimension A indicates rubber rod

length ; dimension B indicates
plunger washer size.

41

In addition, separate plungers are

needed to fit the old style barrel

and the new style barrel. Note
illustration No. 40. After determin-

40

Old Styjle New Style

ing whether repairs are to be made
on an old style or a new style vac-
uum pen by judging the barrel's

shape according to illustration No.
40, and after measuring the hard
rubber rod length, then refer to

chart below or to charts on page
13. By following chart and the
above instructions, the p r o p e r

length plunger can be selected.

Caution : The difference in plunger
length is due to the taper of the
new style barrel as compared to
the old. The old style requires a
longer plunger rod as indicated by
the lower chart on opposite page.

PLUNGER ASSORTMENT FOR WASP CLIPPER AND VACUUM-FIL

Symbol
Number

PENS

Hard Rubber Rod Length
Plunger Washer

Size
Used in

Barrels

V8 2§i" (64.5 mm.) No. 8 Large
fV8
{V6
[3835

5200

5900

5400

2tV (62.5 mm.)

lM" (49,3 mm.)

2iV (62.5 mm.)

No. 2 Small

No. 2 Small

No. 4 Medium

JV2
\ 5200 Line

6900 Line

f5400

1 5500
[5800 Line

5700 2H" (63.7 mm.) No. 8 Large (5700
15800 Line

[12]



PLUNGER ASSORTMENT FOR

Hard Rubber
Symbol Number Rod Length

(See Part A,
Illustration

No. 41)

2W (58.9 mm.)

2A" (59.3 mm.)

NEW STYLE TAPERED END SHEAFFER
PENS

5W

8W

3WS

73W
:

73WH

74WH

47W

26WS

46AW

Zfs" (59.3 mm.)

2 3y (56.9 mm.)

Zil" (56.5 mm.)

Plunger Washer
Size

(See Part B,
Illustration

No. 41)

No. 4 Medium

No. 8 Large

2&" (53.3 mm.) No. 2 Small

No. 2 Small

No. 2 Small

No. 4 Medium

All Metal Cap

2-h" (59.3 mm.)

211" (74.9 mm.)

lii" (44.5 mm.)

No. 4 Medium

No. 2 Small

No. 2 Small

Used in Barrels

J(74W) Statesman
}(5W) Admiral

(SW) Premier

f (73WS) Lady Sheaffer

,
(53WS) Milady
(3WS) Miss Universe
l(2WS) Junior

((73W) Sovereign
(3W) Craftsman
(2W) Junior

|
(73WH) Vigilant

I (3WH) Commandant

I(74AVH) Valiant
KoWH) Defender

(47W) Crest

(2GWS) Lady Crest

(46AW) Tuckaway

PLUNGER ASSORTMENT FOR OLD STYLE BLUNT END SHEAFFER
PENS

Hard Rubber
Symbol Number Rod Length

(See Part A,
Illustration

No. 41)

3WS

3W

5W

8W

2tV" (52.9 mm.)

2U" (59.7 mm.)

2|J" (59.7 mm.)

2ii" (60.1 mm.)

Plunger Washer
Size

(See Part B,
Illustration

No. 41)

No. 2 Small

No. 2 Small

No. 8 Large

Used in Barrels

f (3WS) Miss Universe
J (2WS) Junior
1 (53WS) Miladv
l 7WS

J(3W) Craftsman
U73W) Sovereign

v , J . f (5W) Admiral
No. 4 Medium \ ( 74W) Statesman

1 7WS

(8W) Premier

[13]



HOW TO REPAIR AND
ADJUST GOLD POINTS

Inspecting the Gold Point:

Be sure to use a magnifying glass
to inspect the point and feed. Place
point against bottom of magnify-
ing glass so that it shows through
the opening.

Hold the glass as close to the eye
as is comfortable.

Continue to hold the pen point
against glass as illustrated, to in-
spect the fit of the feed against
point. See illustration No. 25.

ExAMrm/fG 77m iqidwm rcmr mm
77JE MAGMFriNG GLASS.

25

Turn pen. so point faces the glass
to inspect the space between the
point and iridium tips.

To Remove Gold Point from
Section:

This should not be attempted un-
less you have received instruction
from someone familiar with this

work, for while it is easy to remove
the point, considerable knowledge
and skill are required to properly
reassemble the point and feed in
the section:

1. Check the distance point ex-
tends out of section with the point
pushing gauge (Tool No. 28). The
point should be pushed in section
the same distance when pen is re-

assembled.

2. Place point and feed in the
bench block (Tool No. 25) in
smallest hole in which they will,
fit. Be sure the face of the section
is against the block.

3. Place feed punch (Tool No. 22)
on the back end of the feed and
drive out feed. See illustration

No. L
If feed is one of the newer models
with an insert extending out of the
back end, use special hollow feed
punch (Tool 22) to prevent break-
ing the insert. If feed has no in-

sert, a nail of the correct size with
the point ground off will make a
good punch.

Hold the back of gold point against
edge of hole in the feed block so
the hard rubber sleeve (such as
those found in transparent sec-
tions) will not strip out. Should
one come out with the feed, press
both back into section and try
again, but make certain face of
sleeve contacts bench block.

[14]
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Straightening the Gold
Point:

Points should be straightened and
spacing adjusted before pen is re-

assembled.

Burnishing Point which is clqssd
at tip.

14

Points which are bent in at the tip

can be adjusted by burnishing the

outside of the point where the bend
occurs while the iridum tip is rest-

ing on a leather pad. See illustra-

tion No. 14.

Burnishing point which
is foqkmd at the center
OF &JLIT.

15

Points which are forked at the tip

are treated as above except that

the uppermost side is pushed away
with tip of burnisher (Tool No.
30) while burnishing inside of

lower point.- See illustration No.
15.

Point coQezcrxr spacrx

16

Pojht/s OPEH QY THE
FACE. Y2

fj/coj?/?Ecr.

BACH. 18

Points must be spaced the same
width on the face as on the back.
See illustrations Nos. 16, 17, and
18.

Closing Pomr
THAT IS OPEN OH THE FACE*

Points open too wide on the face

can be adjusted by springing the

Closmtg par/rr ttmt
/S OPEN ON THE
BACK.

[15]



shoulders of point together slight-
ly. See illustration No. 19.

Points which open wider on the
back than on the face (Fig. 18)
are adjusted by pressing the point
lightly across the heart with the
pliers. See illustration No. 20.

•

Spacing the Gold Point:

The flow of writing fluid is regu-
lated by' the width of spacing
which varies according to the fine-

ness of the point.

A needle point makes a very fine

line and requires little spacing

while a coarse point makes a heavy
line and requires a wider spacing.

Points should always be spaced
far enough apart so light can be
seen the entire length of the slit.

Points which do not have enough
space are adjusted by raising first

one side, then the other, away from
the feed or writing surface. Grasp
the point with the smooth jaw
pliers and lift or spring up alter-

nate sides. Do not make an abrupt
bend in the point. See illustration

No. 2L
When the point is spaced too
much, reverse the process and
spring sides down.

Caution: Keep the plier jaws away
from the iridium tips or iridium
will be broken off. See illustrations

Nos. 21 and 22.

//teaoGEcr pos/no/fs or

\ \ pl/jzrs rap adjc/st/ats
22 I \

WHEN THE ADJUSTMENT IS
COMPLETED THE IRIDIUM
TIPS MUST BE EXACTLY
EVEN ON THE WRITING
SURFACE.

Replacing the Point in the
Section:

Make certain all parts are clean
before they are assembled.

*

The feed should fit snugly in sec-
tion to hold point tight and to pre-
vent writing fluid from leaking out.

The point should be even along the
slit and at the tip before it is

pushed.

Pushing the Point:

Place the point squarely on feed.
Tip of feed should be about ]/§

[16]



inch (3.2 mm.) back from end of
point.

Start feed and point into section
with fingers. Grip, feed and point
in pushing pliers (Tool No. 21).
Drive section on to feed and point.
See illustration No. 23. Make cer-
tain point is pushed far enough by
checking on point pushing gauge.
This is important for if point ex-
tends out too far, the iridium will
be broken off when cap is screwed
on. Push point to the depth indi- .

cated on chart supplied with point
pushing gauge. Check point after
pushing to make certain it is

spaced and lined correctly.

Molding the Feed to the
Point:

The feed must fit tightly all along
*

the under side of point to insure
a correct flow.

1. The feed is made of hard rub-
ber. By quickly passing it through
a flame a number of times, the rub-
ber absorbs heat and becomes pli-

able.

2. The feed, when pliable, is

molded against the point by press-
ing it with forefinger. When feed
has been molded to point, dip it

in water. This cools feed causing
it to retain its molded form.

Use care to keep the section from
heat as it will soften and cause
point to loosen.

FEED VPAT72R

^FeED 31?fZ>BEZ>.

fifcoQQEcr- Feed away /t^om 7>o//rn

Cojzqzct- seez> AGA///$r e>o///t. Shovlo
<5FE NO I/GMT 3ETfY£E/f SEED AND PO/NT.

27

To Inspect

3. Face a light and place point in
a horizontal position. See illustra-
tion No. 25 on page 14. Examine
it with magnifying glass to deter-
mine if light shows between feed
and point. See illustrations Nos
26 and 27.

After feed has been properly
molded, give point a final inspec-
tion to see that it is aligned and
"spaced" correctly and that feed is

down tight agaihst point.

Fitting the "C" Type Feed to

Point:

The new style streamlined or "C"
feed is pushed in the same manner
as the regular flat comb feed.

Take the magnifying glass and
look through the heart pierce of
point. Inspect narrow ink channel
in feed.

This type feed requires heat and
pressure only at the tip ends of
feed beyond combs.

After fitting feed against point, in-

spect the ink slot again to see that
the slot has not been closed.

Closing very slightly will do no
harm, but if it is closed more than
half way, the section should be re-
moved and feed and point driven
out. The ink slot then may be
opened by heating feed, after
which it may again be assembled.

Smoothing the Point:

A scratchy point is usually caused
by the iridium tips being out of
line. Often this is the result of the
point having been struck or pushed
slightly to one side, causing an un-
even pressure of feed against
point. This can be corrected bv
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pushing point back into line with

feed, using your fingers.

If tips are even and point
scratches, the iridium may have a

sharp or rough spot. This is re-

moved on a special grade of fine

smoothing paper. This paper
should be placed on a firm smooth
surface and a light coat of rouge

rubbed over it to reduce the cut-

ting power and to polish the irid-

ium.

To smooth point, hold pen in a

writing position and slowly move
it in small circles. Finish up by
writing continuous figure 8's. As
the point is moved over the paper,

the position of pen should be

changed continuously so a flat face

will not be worn on point tip. Use
only moderate pressure and finger

movement in making small circles

and figure 8's. See illustration No.

28.

Care and skill must be exercised or

more harm than good will be done.

Never rub the point on a stone or

rough abrasive of any kind. The
iridium must have a very smooth,
mirror-like finish and any scratch

or rough spot will be noticed when
point is used.

Fitting the Cap
It is important that the cap fit

properly on pen. It should screw
on smoothly until the inner cap

meets section. An extra twist

should then be given cap to. make
the proper air-tight seal at ^this

joint.

Should the threads in cap become
worn to such an extent that cap
will not tighten but continues to

turn, it will be necessary to send
pen to the factory to have the cap
rethreaded and fitted to barrel.

The cap should fit snugly enough
on the back end of barrel so it will

not work off when pen is in use,

or fall off when pen is held with
the cap down. If the fit is not sat-

isfactory, do not attempt to im-
prove it by roughing up the end of

barrel. This ruins the finish and
seldom does any good. This ad-

justment can be made if you have
a turning lathe

;
otherwise, it will

be necessary to return it to the fac-

tory or a repair shop which has
this equipment.

To Increase Clip Tension:

Hold down ball of clip with thumb
and raise back of clip with bur-

nisher or chain nose pliers. (Tool
No. 23). See illustration No. 29.
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HOW TO HANDLE
PENCIL REPAIRS

3> 9. VBl.ock /=b/? Ca&
40. B<JRMI$H&*f

0-

38. Tir Chuck
41. Pw i//S£ ToHoloDk/ll

PENCIL REPAIR TOOLS
42. .OS7DR/LL

] [

WD D

BAL.ANG& PELMCtL. JRA/^TS

C=3

Tif=>

iii

c—.-^tnj
TtF>

—i-—- —

.

«——^jga8^g[[J~

FinelunjzCle Tu&n TYPE) F*£:NCfU FteFZTS*

Experience has proven that Sheaf-

fer pencils require very little
servicing.

Should for any reason the mech-
anism fail, the practice is to re-

move it and supply a new one.

This can be done with the proper

tools but is not recommended for

the average shop. ^

Many repair shops report that the

small number of Sheaffer pencils

returned to them for service is not

sufficient to make it worth while

investing even a small amount in

the necessary tools and assortment

of mechanisms. However, tools

and instructions will be supplied

to any who desire them.
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HOW TO REPAIR PROPEL, REPEL,
EXPEL (Turn Type) PENCILS

(EITHER REGULAR BALANCE. FINELINE BALANCE, OR LE "IN WORKING TOGS"
MODELS)

A. Examine pencil for:

1. "Lead jam"
2. Damaged tip

3. Loose cap

4. Mechanism locked in propel
and repel

5. Mechanism turns without
propelling lead

6. Loose eraser in regular Bal-
ance pencil

B. Directions for Repairing:

1. Lead jam
a. Use tip-chuck (Tool No.
38) to remove tip from end of
mechanism. See illustration
No. 44.

Caution : Do not use pliers for
they will damage tip.

b. Turn mechanism to left-re-

pel position—as far as it will
go.

c. Drill lead out of Fineline
pencil tip with .037" drill

(Tool No. 42).

Drill lead out of regular pen-
cil tip with .050" drill. See'
illustration No. 35. Note dif-

ferent sized drill for two types
of pencils.

Caution: It is possible to dam-
age lead carrier if it is struck
by drill.

Note: If no chuck is available,
use .037" or .050" drill to drill

lead out of tip without remov-
ing mechanism from pencil.
Make sure mechanism is in
repel position.

d. Assemble tip — shellac '

thread of stem before screw-
ing on . tip so it will remain
tight.

2. Tip Damaged

Should the tip be damaged at
point, that is, the metal dented,
partially closing the hole, the tip
should be dressed off square with
a fine file and the hole reamed
out and resized with a .037" or
.050" drill.

3- Loose Cap

There are two types of lead maga-
zines in the Fineline propel, repel,
expel mechanism.

[20]



To increase the "cap fit" tension
on the new style lead magazine
(see either Fineline or Balance
pencil parts, p. 19), remove cap
and place magazine in "V" groove
of wooden cap fit block (Tool No.
39). Be certain milled slit faces di-
rectly up. Place burnisher directly
on slit and work back and forth to
flatten magazine. See illustration
No. 45. Then, make a one-third
turn with barrel and complete
same operation on two other sides
of lead magazine section.

V

To increase "cap fit" tension on
the old style lead magazine (see
illustration No. 46), use cap fit

pliers (Tool No. 19) and slightly
"pinch up" the corrugations. This
will increase the over-all diameter
of the magazine.

Caution: Use very little pressure
for this can be easily overdone in
handling either type mechanism.
Be certain to remove all lead from
magazine in either case.

4 and 5. If mechanism is locked
in "propel" or "repel" position, or
turns without propelling lead, the
mechanism is probably damaged
beyond repair and will have to be
replaced.

Remove tip from pencil using tip
chuck. Place stem of mechanism
against bench and push out of bar-
rel.

Supply new mechanism of same
type. Insert in barrel.

Shellac threads of stem. Start tip
on stem and tighten with the tip
chuck.

6. To tighten loose eraser fit,

roll end of lead magazine as indi-
cated in illustration No. 33

(Note : When ordering pencil
mechanisms from the factory, be
certain to indicate correct length.
Also, indicate whether a Clicker
(push type) mechanism or a pro-
pel-repel-expel (turn type) mech-
anism is needed. For balance type
pencils, refer to illustration at top
of page 22, showing the three
lengths in which these mechanisms
are supplied.

In addition to indicating proper
length of mechanism, also indicate
whether you want the BALANCE
pencil mechanism using a regular
.046 lead, or a FINELINE balance
pencil mechanism using .036 lead.

For FINELINE balance pencils,
order No. 5 mechanisms in either
LV, LT, or SLT lengths. For reg-
ular BALANCE pencils, order No.
4 mechanism in one of these three
lengths illustrated.)
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HOW TO REPAIR THE
"CLICKER" (Push Type) PENCIL

No tools are necessary and none
should be used to change "Clicker"
(push type) mechanisms.

A. To Replace Mechanism (see

illustration of mechanism on page
23) :

1. Unscrew tip part way, using
only your fingers and a piece of

rubber. Place end of tip against
the bench and push to loosen
mechanism.

2. Remove tip and lift out
mechanism.

3- S u p p 1 y new mechanism

;

spread special "Clicker" tip cement
on tip threads and replace tip,

Use special "Clicker" tip cement/
not shellac, on tip threads. Tighten
only with fingers and a piece of

rubber.

B. Correct "Clicker" pencil com-
plaints as indicated:

1. Lead will not feed.

a. Check lead for correct size

and uniform diameter.
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b. Remove tip and ream it out
with .037" drill, or—

c. Supply new mechanism.

2. Lead Jammed.

a. Remove tip and ream it out
with .037" drill.

b. See that lead operates
through mechanism when tip
is removed.

3. Lead breaks.

Supply new mechanism.

4. Lead pushes back.

Supply new mechanism.

5. Loose fitting eraser.

Force sharp tool or knife
blade between the barrel and
top edge of magazine.

^31
COMPLfTC &ARREU Eraser Clickcr &?asj?/? Ca*>
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"AT YOUR SERVICE

We sincerely hope this repair manual has

been and will be of great assistance to you.

Our repair department will be glad to

answer your questions at any time and help

you with your repair problems. For "tips"

on handling pen repair requests and custo-

mers' complaints, write for our booklet "The

Service Way to More Sales."

W. A. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY
Fort Madison, Iowa, U.S.A.


